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      GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM 1 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News At the center of the Surfside tragedy, a rabbi helps people hold onto hope – and mourns his former neighbors By Ilene Prusher When Fred Klein, the rabbi in charge of providing counseling and other clergypeople and chaplains do, some of them services to the grieving survivors of the Champlain Towers streaming in from nearby counties or other parts of the country South disaster, looks out onto the rubble of the collapsed to help. It requires a delicate mix of counseling skills, spiritual building, he can’t help thinking of the people who used to be his guidance and compassionate listening. But chaplains are more neighbors. often used to dealing with people struggling with serious illness or hospice care, not the exceptionally agonizing situation the Klein grew up in Miami not far from Surfside, and when he first families of Champlain Towers South find themselves in now. returned to the city some 14 years ago after having taken pulpits and posts elsewhere in the country, he moved into the In fact, for this community anyway, it is more like 9/11 writ small, very tower that was reduced to rubble last Wednesday night. even if negligence rather than terrorism is the culprit. “My own apartment does not exist,” said Klein, the Executive Klein noted that many rabbis are finding parallels to 9/11 and Vice President of the Rabbinical Association of Greater Miami, in are learning from the New York rabbis who dealt with the a phone conversation after another long, harrowing day. “That families of people who had been in the Twin Towers, who spent thought has gone through my mind every day since: Had I been weeks or months hoping for a positive identification of their living there still, I wouldn’t be here today.” loved one’s remains. For Jews, questions arise over the question of whether it would be appropriate to sit shiva and take on the Klein now lives just north of Miami in nearby Hollywood, Florida. status of mourners. But as the director of Mishkan Miami, a position which puts him in charge of dispatching other trained rabbis and chaplains to “It also depends on what this person is telling me. If they say, places of need in the Jewish community, he has been spending ‘Rabbi, let’s pray they find my wife,’ I pray for that with them. I night and day since the collapse coordinating a mix of spiritual don’t think we should disabuse anyone of the hope that people and emotional support from professionals within the Jewish will be found alive,” said Klein. community and the community at large, as well as personally helping people in the makeshift family reunification center. “But for some people, they may really be hoping for relief. Even knowing that the body has been found, it will likely be a relief of That’s a term that is itself gutting, given that there have been saying, ‘Okay, now I know what to feel and what to do. I need to no “reunifications” for almost a week and no survivors found mourn, I need to grieve, I need to prepare for a burial.’ The since the morning after the collapse. The atmosphere at the waiting, I think, is excruciating.” center has been fraught and at times chaotic, he added, and hardly a place where it’s possible to do actual counseling. At the family reunification center, he met a family about to give DNA samples in the hope of locating a missing mother and wife. And yet, being on site to be present for someone’s prayers or While the adult children had their cheeks swabbed, the father of tears is meaningful for the people stuck in this nightmare of the family asked Klein for a blessing. uncertainty. What kind of blessing can one give to a person experiencing “From a chaplaincy standpoint, it’s a time just to hold that space such anguish? and affirm whatever they’re feeling at this point. People are under extreme stress,” said Klein. “If people are yelling and “My theology at that moment is that I see God as being with you screaming at fire and rescue, or shouting, ‘I’ll go into the rubble and weeping with you, and hoping with you,” explained Klein, an myself!’ Well, those are normal reactions to grief. People grieve Orthodox rabbi and father of four. “May God give you comfort through anger.” and love at this difficult time in your life.” The slow pace of the round-the-clock rescue operation has Perhaps the biggest challenge of all is knowing how to help been deeply frustrating, and at times made worse by additional those who are still vacillating between hope and despair. In fact, factors like thunderstorms, extreme heat and an internal fire. as rabbis noted in a conference call Tuesday that Klein participated in, sponsored by the Rabbinical Assembly of Getting a read on what people need is the heart of the work he Conservative rabbis, Jewish law indicates that “mourning begins At the center of the Surfside tragedy, a rabbi helps people hold onto hope – and mourns his former neighbors 2 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM when hope ends.” Hope, that is, that a loved one can Opinion reasonably still be found alive. The Surfside disaster is our “Lots of people are feeling guilty, because they should be hopeful,” said Klein. “But at the back of their minds, they’re generation’s Triangle losing hope. Shirtwaist Factory moment It’s not easy for anyone to look up at the site, as Klein did By Hannah Lebovits when he and other rabbis traveled with a group of the families a few days ago so they could see the labored progress with On Shabbat afternoon, March 25, 1911, the top floors of the search and rescue, and face the reality: the horror of a building Jewish-owned Triangle Shirtwaist Factory in Lower Manhattan that pancaked in seconds, the increasingly remote possibility went up in flames. of pulling survivors from the layers of destruction alive. Due to the building’s structural flaws, the number of people For Klein, he can trace a hole in the sky that was once his working at the time, and the lack of responsive emergency home. It was a rental, and he only stayed a year. He chose the personnel, 146 lives were lost in just 18 minutes. building, considered fairly luxurious, because it was a great As labor attorney Jonathan D. Karmel explains at-length in the location within Surfside’s vibrant Jewish community, and had book “Dying to Work,” the event was a crucial catalyst for beautiful views of the ocean. It was a large apartment with modern safety regulations. Though this was not the first marble floors and vaulted ceilings, in a building with a 24-hour factory fire and surely would not be the last, the number of doorman. In short, it was hardly the kind of building one could lives — as well as the horrifying images of people jumping to imagine collapsing overnight. their deaths — were enough to force a significant response. “Even if there were stress marks, I don’t think anyone goes 110 years later, I wonder whether — and how — the Jewish from that to saying, the building is going to collapse,” he said. community of today will come to terms with our own Triangle Now, he notes, it’s not just the families of those directly Shirtwaist moment. affected, but in fact that entire community which feels vulnerable. Many wonder whether other buildings could suffer After three horrible and preventable tragedies this year: the same fate, as elements like erosion from seawater and the trampling of pilgrims in Meron, a bleacher collapse in an salty ocean air, as well as leaking pool chemicals can have a Israeli synagogue, and the collapse of a majority- caustic effect. The full causes of the collapse are still under Jewish Surfside residence — all related to design, building and investigation. occupancy standards, and accessibility regulations — we are reliving the Factory Fire in slow motion. And yet, our “The people affected right now are not just individuals, but responses seem completely disconnected from reality. entire communities,” he said. “People are looking for hope, strength, inspiration. People at points like this ask a lot of There has been no widespread call for an overhaul of our spiritual questions. People may be looking towards us regulatory practices, no marching in the streets demanding especially to answer them.” answers for the families of those we lost. Even in a spiritual – sense, we can easily connect these instances to religious and Ilene Prusher is a journalist, author and lecturer. For nearly 20 years, spiritual regulations and laws. And yet, this is not the she was foreign correspondent based in Jerusalem, Istanbul, Tokyo and dominant discourse surrounding these events. We’ve simply Kabul. She joined the multimedia journalism faculty of Florida Atlantic thrown up our hands and bowed our heads. University in 2015. Her most recent work has appeared in the Forward, TIME, FiveThirtyEight and the New York Times Book Review. If we are to truly honor the victims of the Surfside disaster, we must come to terms with the entirely preventable mistakes and missteps that led to their untimely deaths. * SUPPORT INDEPENDENT, On October 27, 2018, our response was very different. JEWISH JOURNALISM. Just moments after havdalah, social media was already abuzz. VISIT FORWARD. COM / DONAT E The shooting at the Tree of Life synagogue had occurred only At the center of the Surfside tragedy, a rabbi helps people hold onto hope – and mourns his former neighbors 3 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM hours earlier, and already there were demands to act because a district attorney indicted the owners, Max Blanck and immediately to ensure that our shuls, schools and any other Isaac Harris, for manslaughter — that the story propelled a identifiably Jewish building would be safe from harm. Alongside public safety and regulatory conversation. Without this populist the collective mourning were discussions about the costs of outrage, it’s likely we simply would have mourned and moved private security guards, the likelihood that people would start on. carrying guns in shul, and the halachic questions related to The initial indictment also led to countless civil suits, and the those topics. entire garment industry felt the real potential loss of ignoring Within a week, communities organized funds dedicated to best-practices. Just 10 years later, almost every state in the security, the national network of Jewish Federations responded country had workers’ compensation laws in place. with support, and rabbis provided halachic information. Employers — and not laborers — were the most powerful group As a Pittsburgh native and a Jew whose entire life revolves to promote these laws. They saw the Shirtwaist Kings lose around Jewish institutions, I didn’t question this response for a everything to mountains of civil proceedings, and knew what moment. Though the bodies and names of those who had died their fates would be if there were no clear regulations in place. hadn’t even been released, it was obvious that there were clear And that’s what we, in the Jewish world, are missing right now. and present issues that had to be addressed. And while many We lack a mass movement. We aren’t holding owners security measures were not personally appealing, Shabbat was accountable or seeking support from those in development and coming again in just a few days. Other buildings could easily be design. too accessible to would-be copycat attackers. We could not afford to waste time. We won’t see changes until we do. We haven’t seen the same robust, rational response to these The regulations are known, the workers on the eighth floor are three disasters. Especially as we head into the annual period of screaming fire, and we’re still trying to catch people with nets mourning in the Jewish calendar, are there not countless when we need to make sure our buildings aren’t taller than the buildings and events being erected right now that could lead to fire truck ladders. exactly the same consequences as what happened in Surfside? I can only hope and pray that we can speak of these events in Perhaps threats that come from the outside, tragedies that so the past tense very soon. Let us work to ensure they become clearly result from blind hatred, are much easier to rally against. the topics of history books and urban planning courses rather But it’s just as vital to look within and challenge the disasters, than the reasons we continue to cry over our tehillim. fueled not by animus but apathy, waiting in our own – communities. Hannah Lebovits is an assistant professor of public affairs at the Our children are headed to camps where there may be many University of Texas- Arlington. Her research and teaching focuses on haphazardly built stages and countless ways that food topics related to urban policy, public administration, social justice and poisoning, car accidents and zip line mishaps can occur. There sustainability. She is also a freelance writer and has written for local are easy, useful and meaningful steps we can take to prevent and national publications. Hannah lives in Dallas with her husband and needless suffering — and no, we cannot afford to wait. Why then two children. is there such hesitancy? Sadly, the Triangle Fire provides some historic insight. Sprinkler systems, firewalls and fire stair systems, all lacking from the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, were already in place in many cotton mills by the late 19th century. The garment district Create a Future for was aware of these practices, yet owners broadly did not Courageous Jewish implement them, because the expected financial losses due to a potential fire did not seem to outweigh the costs of Journalism implementing safety procedures. Governmental agencies largely allowed this, preferring to let To donate online visit Forward.com/donate business owners determine the financial decisions they were willing to make. To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 In fact, it was only because a mass movement of New Yorkers hit the streets days after the Triangle Fire tragedy — and The Surfside disaster is our generation’s Triangle Shirtwaist Factory moment 4 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News Dispatch from Surfside’s only kosher market By Louis Keene To get a sense of how Surfside’s Jewish community has grown Hirsch knew many of the victims of the Champlain tower in recent years, head to Kosherland, a humble three-aisle collapse, including Brad Cohen, a physician who is still among grocery located a few blocks from the collapsed Champlain the missing. Tears streamed down her cheek at the thought of South condominium, and try to buy milk. what they went through. Kosherland is the only kosher market in Surfside, and soon it “It’s not only that they died, it’s how they died,” Hirsch said. will expand into the neighboring two storefronts. But on “Like if they suffered, if they didn’t, if they died right away. Wednesday morning, it was all out of milk — and Sandra Hirsch, You’re never gonna know.” who has been working the cash register here for 16 years, said it She didn’t have specific memories of the people she knew — wouldn’t be getting a delivery until the afternoon. they were mostly passing interactions, small talk about their The growth of the Jewish community in recent years has meant spouses, their kids. Now, she said, the thought of those kids the store is often scrambling to keep up with demand. A 2014 breaks her heart. Jewish population study of Greater Miami by Ira Sheskin Much of the community — Jewish and non-Jewish — has a Latin counted about 14,000 people — including more than 5,000 Jews flavor, with immigrants coming from, among other places, Cuba, — in Surfside and the other small cities that make up the Puerto Rico, Columbia, Venezuela and Mexico. northern part of Miami Beach. Hirsch, moved from her native Brazil to South Florida as an There are also about a dozen kosher restaurants in the vicinity. employee of the Intercontinental Hotels as a young adult, fell in Hirsch, who wears a necklace bearing her name in Hebrew, is a love with the place — and her eventual husband — and has lived mayoral figure in this interwoven, diverse community with a here ever since. small town feel. She wound up behind the register at – Kosherland after she spotted a “Help Wanted” sign in the Louis Keene is a staff reporter at the Forward. He can be reached at window. It’s a social job. She strikes up a conversation with keene@forward.com or on Twitter @thislouis. nearly everyone who walks in the door, knows their stories, asks about their lives. Create a Future for Courageous Jewish Journalism The Forward is the most significant Jewish voice in American journalism. Our outstanding reporting on cultural, social, and political issues inspires readers of all ages and animates conversation across generations. Your support enables our critical work and contributes to a vibrant, connected global Jewish community. The Forward is a nonprofit association and is supported by the contributions of its readers. To donate online visit To donate by phone Forward.com/donate Call 212-453-9454 Dispatch from Surfside’s only kosher market 5 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News ‘A small community in the hinterlands’: Meet the Jews of Tokyo By Stewart Ain The Olympic Games begin in Tokyo July 23, but no international “We enjoy living here,” he said. “We raised our three children spectators will be permitted. It’s an unfortunate turn of events bilingually – they speak English and Japanese. The Jewish for the city’s Jewish community, said Jerry Rosenberg, a former community in Japan is extremely small – perhaps 2,000 to president of the Jewish Community of Japan, an egalitarian 2,500 – and they are very spread out. Foreigners in Japan synagogue in Tokyo. represent only about two percent of the population. This is not one of the melting pots of the world.” In fact, Rosenberg said the 100-family congregation “had big plans” for the Olympics but that was before COVID, which Even non-Jews attend synagogue forced a one-year postponement of the Summer Games. “I don’t think the athletes will be allowed out of their bubble during the Olympics, so we do not expect them to come to the JCJ,” he said. “There is significant resistance by the general public to holding the Olympics – especially due to a very slow rollout of the vaccine here in Japan. I think there will be significant pressure to keep the athletes separated.” The Jewish Community of Japan, an egalitarian synagogue in Tokyo. (Jono David/HaChayim HaYehudim Jewish Photo Library) The original synagogue location was in a beautiful old building in a prime location in Hiroo in 1954. It was close to the center of the city of Tokyo, a convenient location that Rosenberg said was “comparable to Park Avenue and Lexington Avenue in Manhattan.” A Chanukah party held at the Chabad in Tokyo in December, 2019. (Jono David/HaChayim HaYehudim Jewish Photo Library) There were a lot of nice homes, brownstones and wealthy people in the community surrounding the building. After it was In fact, the 11,000 athletes will not be permitted to do much renovated for use as a synagogue, many of the Jews who came beyond preparing and competing in their events. They may only to the building called it a Jewish community center because it leave their accommodation to go to official Olympic venues and was a buzz of social activity. It had a pool and a restaurant that limited additional locations as delineated in their playbook. served a lot of Russian food and vodka. In fact, a number of non-Jewish Tokyo residents became associate members just to Although the Olympic Village is only a 25-minute drive from the socialize and buy food. synagogue, Rosenberg said it is “all very disappointing” because “there was an enormous amount of money spent on In 1976, the congregation bought the building next door and the Games and Japan would have been a great host.” renovated it for use as a new synagogue. That building was torn Rosenberg, 72, has lived in Japan with his wife for 50 years, down about 12 years ago and a new synagogue was built on the working for international companies in the country. same site. ‘A small community in the hinterlands’: Meet the Jews of Tokyo 6 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Rosenberg pointed out that the makeup of the Jewish Washington who served in the Israeli Foreign Service in Japan. community has “changed considerably over the years. In the He noted that although the Jewish community in Tokyo is early days, a typical Jewish family was the husband and a centered around the synagogue, “on the average Shabbat you Jewish wife and children who were being raised Jewish. As time barely get a minyan. It is on the High Holy Days and special went on, expats and new arrivals became a reflection of the occasions that more people show up.” diverse communities we see in the U.S. And then Jewish men started marrying Japanese women and the Russian community left. I’d say 90 percent of the Jewish men are married to Japanese women. My wife and I are the exception.” Dan Turk, another former synagogue president, said congregational Friday night dinners and lunch after Saturday services have been a staple for years and that on Passover a large seder is held that is open to the entire community. Synagogue members are primarily Americans, French, British and Australian – and there is “a large component who are Japanese. We have a mikveh that is mostly used for conversions.” David Semaya, the congregation’s current president, noted that “many Japanese spouses convert [to Judaism] because there is no inherent conflict with Buddhism like there is with the Christian faith, which requires you to give up something.” ‘A small community in the hinterlands’ The lighting of the Chanukah menorah at the Tokyo Tower. (Jono David/HaChayim HaYehudim Jewish Photo Library) There is not a great demand for kosher meat, but Semaya, 59, pointed out that there are two Chabad rabbis in different parts A mohel has flown in to perform a circumcision in the past, but of Tokyo who welcome visitors and who import kosher meat Rosenberg said some Jews prefer instead to go to a surgical from the United States. There are also Chabad Houses in Kobe, clinic and have the procedure performed there while the rabbi Kyoto and Takayama. recites the appropriate prayers. “We have great fish and it is less expensive than in the United “When you are a small community in the hinterlands, you figure States,” he pointed out. “And the chickens and eggs are out how to get things done,” he said. unbelievably fantastic. They are not processed in a factory. They are organic and moist and when you crack an egg, you will – find that they are brown outside and a bright orange inside. Stewart Ain, an award-winning veteran journalist, covers the Jewish They taste delicious – very eggy.” community. Some wealthy Jews have been instrumental in helping the Japanese over the years, Semaya pointed out. He cited, for instance, the assistance of Jacob Schiff in financing the Japanese military efforts against Tsarist Russia in the Russo- Japanese War, and noted other Jews helped to finance the Create a Future for modernization of Japan. Courageous Jewish The congregation’s current rabbi, Andrew Scheer of Woodmere, Journalism L.I., is traditionally ordained and the synagogue uses prayer books of the Conservative movement. Women are counted in To donate online visit Forward.com/donate the minyan, read Torah and have full participation in services. There also are many Israelis living in Japan because of their work at the Israeli Embassy or private business, noted Dan To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 Arbell, a scholar-in-residence at the American University in ‘A small community in the hinterlands’: Meet the Jews of Tokyo 7 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Bintel Brief My boyfriend admires someone I think is antisemitic. What now? By Shira Telushkin From its start in 1906, A Bintel Brief was a pillar of the Forward, pretty adamant that if I felt uncomfortable because of the helping generations of Jewish immigrants learn how to be antisemitism, then he didn’t want to be involved either. American. Now our columnists are helping people navigate the complexities of being Jewish in 2021. Send questions to I’m trying to figure out what to do. If I see this behavior, and I bintel@forward.com. don’t call it out, then am I being a Jew-traitor? That sounds so dramatic, but as a Jew, I feel like the people on the right hate us and the people on the left hate us, so who will be there for us when the time comes? Dear Bintel, Look, as a whole, I know the issue of Israel can be fraught and I’ve found myself in a bit of a moral quandary. I’m a Jewish I am inclined to overlook certain ignorances because of the woman from a major U.S. city, and I have been a supporter of amount of misinformation that abounds, but on the other the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement since I heard about hand sometimes anti-semitism is just that: anti-semitism. them in 2013. I have attended marches and protests and tried Where do you draw the line? to join the efforts of educating myself further on the issues. This past year, after the deaths of George Floyd and Breonna Signed, Taylor, I found myself and those around me more compelled than ever to not just march but to try and get involved and be Caught in a Quandary a part of action towards real change. My long-term partner, who is Black but not Jewish, started Dear Quandary, attending BLM meetings and is getting pretty involved. Both of us regularly attend chapter meetings, which include “‘Where to draw the line” ’ when it comes to deciding what is organized workshops and events specifically for non-Black antisemitism (and, within that, what is ignorant antisemitism participants too. and what is malicious antisemitism) is one of the most hotly debated questions in Jewish life today. I’m not sure my own take Recently, he started talking about the co-founder of his on the question will work for you, but I want to think through a chapter and how amazing she was. Interested, I looked her few options for what you should do next. up, and was pretty horrified to see she is an outspoken supporter of Louis Farrakhan. This sparked further research In my view, withdrawal is the most dramatic form of moral which mostly begot things I already knew: The Movement for protest, and should be the last option, never the first. While I Black Lives, a different organization but with similar understand why this information so rattled you, I think there are objectives, singling out Israel in their platform, but since a few points of action worth pursuing before you decide you removing it, some shaky support of the BDS movement can’t be involved with your Black Lives Matter chapter. (never a full commitment), as well as some new things: BLM linking Ferguson to Gaza in 2014, and the BLM UK chapter After all, you’ve been an active supporter of Black Lives Matter issuing some questionable tweets this past year. since its founding in 2013, and you’re in a long-term relationship with a Black man. The issues on which Black Lives Matter works I was pretty upset by what I found. My boyfriend suggested to enact change are presumably close to your heart, so I’m not that he raise the issue at the next chapter meeting, which felt sure what it would even mean for you to not support the to me like a kind but misguided suggestion. I tried to explain movement. to him how you can’t just go into a meeting and ask people if they dislike Jews and then come back and say they don’t! Nonetheless, you’ve suddenly found yourself morally out of step with a movement that you support for its moral urgency. If When I pointed out the stuff I had found, he made it clear that you grew up in a Jewish community that viewed support for BDS if I didn’t want him to be involved, he wouldn’t continue going as the quintessential expression of antisemitism in America to meetings. That’s when I was like, ‘Whoa, I don’t want you today, then abruptly realizing you might be surrounded by to disavow something because I read an article!’ But he was people who hold a view you find personally dangerous is going My boyfriend admires someone I think is antisemitic. What now? 8 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM to be scary (even though people who support Black Lives The fact that your chapter head does not support Farrakhan Matter do not necessarily support BDS). sidesteps the question of what to do with those who do. At this point, the homophobic, misogynistic, and antisemitic beliefs and It’s hard to capture why, exactly, it is so scary to suddenly be on statements of Louis Farakhan have been denounced by so the outs with your community — why that is so vulnerable and many people, including so many Black leaders and especially unsettling — but I understand that feeling completely. These are Black Jewish leaders, that it’s hard not to wonder at those who the people you’ve marched with and protested with, and now continue to praise him. you don’t know if they would have your back. You wonder if you might even have to hide your true identity. That’s disturbing. I’m Rebecca Pierce, a Black Jewish writer, wrote up a Twitter really glad that your partner is being so supportive. thread a few years ago in response to the near-constant discourse in the broader Jewish community about Farakhan’s So what to do? I have three suggestions. antisemitism. She notes why the continued focus on him in non-Black spaces unnerves her, but she also explains why she Set up a meeting with your chapter head. feels that leaders who continue to praise him should be I removed the identifying information here to protect her from challenged for the harm such praise causes to the many an avalanche of unwanted attention (and because I thought it marginalized communities hurt by his words. would derail responses to this letter), but your original question A discussion about Farrakhan is its own topic, but not, it turns made it clear who you meant, and I sent her an email to set up a out, relevant to your exact situation. call before writing this response. On the call, she made it very clear to me she does not support Farrakhan, and was horrified Find a progressive Jewish organization in your area that someone in her own chapter would believe such a thing. to join. I pointed out that such claims are made in various places on the It’s great that you and your partner are involved in communities internet, and that she did not openly disavow them. She said dedicated to enacting social change in line with your values. But she was unaware of such claims being made beyond a small it sounds like you don’t feel you have a place to process your right-wing group that has harassed her over many years. We pain or confusion around antisemitism and anti-Israel discussed some of her views and experiences. The call was kind sentiment with people who share the rest of your values. I think and civil. it can be more fruitful to have conversations about Israel and Zionism in Jewish spaces, with other Jews who understand your Now, your chapter head holds very strong views on Israel’s relationship to Israel and support your same progressive treatment of Palestinians which some in the Jewish community causes. might interpret as antisemitic. She has not had positive experiences with pro-Israel groups in the U.S. I’m not saying You also note that you are looking for information, or at least that when you meet, everything will feel simple and supportive. don’t want to make decisions based on one or two articles you’ve read online. Being part of a Jewish social justice But I do think there is value in risking some of our own security organization could give you access to a broader community of in these moments by reaching out to the people we are in people who share all your values, and make you feel less alone community with. This is a person you already know, and your in these conversations. boyfriend admires, and who does good work. You came to the internet for advice, but sometimes we have to turn to the very Continue to be open-minded as you investigate the people who prompted our questions. statements which disturb you. William Sloane Coffin, longtime chaplain of Yale University, once I am very concerned about antisemitism in the U.S., but I’m said “When your heart is full of fear, you won’t seek truth; you’ll actually not as bothered as you by the criticisms of Israel that seek security.” You ask if you are a traitor to your people if you you call antisemitic. I know that’s a very concrete position to don’t ‘call out’ this behavior. But before we get to the calling take on one of the most controversial issues of the day, but I out, let’s get to the truth. personally feel that we sometimes are too quick to associate support for Palestinians living under really difficult conditions If you do have a conversation, make sure to note how the lack with antisemitism. of clarity around antisemitism impacts your role as a Jewish member of the chapter: Do you avoid telling other chapter For example, you name some questionable tweets by BLM UK members that you are Jewish, or avoid sharing your plans for as part of your concern. Nadine Batchelor-Hunt, a Black Jewish Jewish holidays? Consider what other specific questions you writer from the UK, wrote a piece for Glamour on why the BLM have about her positions. UK tweet’s use of the word “‘gagged”’ felt antisemitic to her, My boyfriend admires someone I think is antisemitic. What now? 9 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM and why there is much to be gained by left-wing movements to draw the line, but I do think you will feel more confident and educating themselves more on antisemitic language. comfortable engaging with these sentiments and individuals if you feel you have a more complete picture. She notes how the tweet “triggered a sequence of behaviour that was so easy to avoid but so difficult to remedy,” because it It is no secret that being pro-Israel is becoming more and more just opened the gates for a situation where “political opponents aligned with conservative positions. I don’t know how you feel to Black Lives Matter manipulated the situation to suggest BLM about that, but if you want to change how people view Israel or was an antisemitic endeavour,” while at the same time “far-left Zionism, then I imagine it would more fruitful for you to stick it antisemites began to suggest Jews were making their concern out in your chapter, and not reinforce the idea that supporting up about the tweet and that it was because they didn’t care Israel is antithetical to being socially progressive. You care about Palestinians.” deeply about Israel and deeply about police brutality and systematic racism in America, which puts you in a strong Her description of this cycle of events resonated with me; I’ve position to engage in those conversations. been part of conversations where it feels like the outrage in response to certain statements was not a sincere reaction to The truth is that antisemitism exists. Jews of every color and the actual language being used, but inspired by beliefs that nationality know that. And antisemitism exists even in different groups already had about one another. This pre- communities doing good work. That can be really packaged outrage can be from any side, and I appreciated the uncomfortable to discuss. But it won’t vanish on its own, and way she put into context how assumptions of bad faith really there is real value in having someone who is in close hampers the ability to understand the pain others are feeling. relationship with the movement and its values be the one to call Again, we want to start from a place of truth about one out antisemitic language, assumptions, or tropes. another’s beliefs, not fear of what those beliefs might be. Some people really are antisemitic and dangerous, but I think If that resonates at all, then the first thing I’d suggest when it the Jewish community has more to lose than to gain when we comes to the specific events which disturb you is to think assume everyone using disturbing antisemitic language is a lost through whether you have all the information you want about cause. these instances. So my advice to you is to keep up the good fight in movements For example, I find this summary helpful when trying to that fight for values you believe in, keep investigating these understand more of the context around the claims made about moments of antisemitism as they come up for you, and begin BDS and various Black Lives Matter chapters. building out ways to have these conversations with the people around you. It’s all hard, and it’s all really important. You also mention comparisons between the protests in Ferguson and the second Gaza war. These comparisons began – when Palestinians being tear-gassed by Israeli soldiers started Shira Telushkin lives in Brooklyn, where she writes on religion, fashion, tweeting tips to Black Lives Matter protestors being tear- and culture for a variety of publications. She is currently finishing a book gassed by American policemen (there was overlap in timing on monastic intrigue in modern America. Got a question? Send it to between the two). bintel@forward.com. For some people, the fact that the comparison arose from concurrent events and not from a proactive desire to bring Israel into the conflict, out of the blue, mitigates some feelings around its purely antisemitic motivation. Others would argue that the dynamics at play were so different that any Create a Future for comparison can only be explained by antisemitism. Emma Green has an article in The Atlantic that outlines more of this Courageous Jewish history. Journalism As you consider how you want to understand the antisemitism of these moments for yourself, I’d first investigate if your initial To donate online visit Forward.com/donate emotional reactions persist when you have the full, nuanced story. They might! But understanding some of the social factors that produced these moments can make them feel less like To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 personal attacks. That can make it easier to initiate conversations with those in your orbit. I’m not telling you where My boyfriend admires someone I think is antisemitic. What now? 10 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News LGBT synagogues confront a changing landscape By Arno Rosenfeld The first known LGBTQ synagogue was formed 51 years ago, inclusive toward queer people, and because many straight Jews when the House of David and Jonathan held services in the have gay or lesbian family and friends. upstairs of a Brooklyn church during the fall of 1970. At the time, “We’re doing a pretty good job of being less homophobic in our Rabbi Herbert Katz told the newspaper GAY that most of his Jewish spaces,” said Lawson, who is both queer and Black. “The fellow clergy denied that there were any gay Jews. And with slowness with which this is happening with Black and brown little support from New York City’s organized Jewish community, people is because in our society white people and black and the experiment lasted less than two months. brown people are so segregated.” But the demand for religious spaces where gay, lesbian and other queer Jews could gather didn’t disappear. Two years later, Some historically LGBT synagogues are defining their Beth Chayim Chadashim was founded in Los Angeles with more contemporary mandates in ways that may make them more robust support — including an assist from the Reform hospitable to non-white Jews and others who have felt shut out movement — and became the first sustained “gay synagogue.” of Jewish life. Joshua Lesser, rabbi emeritus of Atlanta’s By the mid-1980s there were at least two dozen synagogues Congregation Beit Haverim, said that his synagogue sought to serving LGBTQ Jews not only in meccas like New York City, San explicitly connect its gay roots to the current racial justice Francisco and Los Angeles but in cities like Denver, Cleveland movement. and Houston. Taking a more expansive view of the role of LGBT synagogues is Today, many of those institutions have disappeared altogether part of an effort to “rethink what queer means,” according to and those that remain have spent recent years grappling with Gregg Drinkwater, a historian at Rutgers University who has how to define themselves now that most non-Orthodox studied gay synagogues. synagogues across the country openly welcome LGBTQ “‘Queer’ more broadly is a space that actively — proactively, members and straight Jews are increasingly interested in aggressively — celebrates people who feel that they are on the historically queer congregations. margins,” said Drinkwater, “and that can be anyone.” “The best problem for an LGBT-founded synagogue is that too many straight people want to join that it prompts a One example of this philosophy in action can be found at conversation like, ‘Are we still queer?,” said Rabbi Caryn Aviv, Congregation Sha’ar Zahav in San Francisco, which was created who co-edited an anthology about queer Jews 19 years ago, at a by a group of gay men in 1977 and still has an overwhelmingly time when she said some community leaders insisted “there are LGBTQ membership — 77% according to a recent survey. But no gays here and they’re not welcome,” and others said Sha’ar Zahav has also become a hub for people in the Bay Area “everybody’s welcome — but don’t hold hands in the pews.” interested in converting to Judaism who find the synagogue to be an especially welcoming place to take that plunge. “It’s been pretty amazing to see that change in the span of just one generation,” Aviv said. Mychal Copeland, the congregation’s rabbi, said LGBT advocacy in the 1970s ran parallel to the feminism movement within the Expanding what inclusion means Jewish community and in recent years it has, to a lesser degree, With the liberal denominations including the Reform, dovetailed with advocacy around interfaith couples when it Conservative and Reconstructionist movements ordaining and comes to questions over what counts as a Jewish family. But placing LGBTQ clergy at pulpits across the United States and inclusion for LGBT Jews doesn’t always extend to people of JCCs offering packed calendars of events for Pride Month in color, people with disabilities and other groups that have faced June, some diversity advocates have shifted their focus to similar discrimination. Copeland said people in interfaith welcoming non-white Jews. The Union for Reform Judaism and relationships have also been excluded, and noted that many Reconstructing Judaism both recently hired diversity directors rabbis who happily marry same-sex couples have no interest in with mandates focused largely on racial equity. interfaith unions. Rabbi Sandra Lawson, director of racial diversity, equity and “It’s not like we opened one door and other doors swung wide inclusion at Reconstructing Judaism, said the relatively swift open,” said Copeland, who has performed many such acceptance of LGBTQ Jews in recent years was made possible ceremonies and previously worked for 18Doors, an interfaith partly because American society was likewise becoming more Jewish group. LGBT synagogues confront a changing landscape 11 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Turn toward advocacy life to queer people,” Greenberg said. “The synagogue doesn’t really know yet how to represent us.” Recognizing that the door has been opened in most of the Jewish community, some leaders are pivoting from calls for No Orthodox denomination has sanctioned marriage equality inclusion to calls for advocacy. Idit Klein, president of the LGBT and Greenberg said that’s not a focus of his organization. equality organization Keshet, said one of her current priorities is Instead, Eshel encourages “commitment ceremonies” for gay convincing synagogues and other Jewish institutions that a and lesbian couples and said that roughly half a dozen “basic level of inclusion” is insufficient. Instead, Klein said, they Orthodox rabbis have begun performing them. Greenberg’s need to support legislation that protects LGBT people from approach is focused on meeting Orthodox Jews where they’re at discrimination and speak out on behalf of transgender youth and, while he said the rightward drift in Orthodox politics hasn’t who are targeted by conservative lawmakers. directly impeded his work, the organization is careful to avoid potential triggers for Republicans. For example, they don’t “That is the work of today: pushing communities to move from encourage people to share their gender pronouns at Eshel looking solely at their own internal dynamics and toward, ‘What events to avoid rankling those who associate the practice with is our responsibility in terms of how we show up in public life?’” liberal identity politics. Klein said. “We tend to avoid those debates,” Greenberg said. “We are There is a special urgency behind that call for public advocacy attempting to solve problems pragmatically.” as a battle over transgender rights plays out in the public arena, testing Jewish institutions that have been slower to accept The leaders of some shuls say it is the desire to not have to transgender Jews than gay and lesbian members. compromise any aspects of their identity that keep queer Jews Klein has also encountered new roadblocks. Where ten or coming back to the congregations that continue to proudly fifteen years ago, Jewish leaders expressed concerns that identify as LGBTQ. embracing LGBT Jews would alienate Orthodox members of the Copeland, at Sha’ar Zahav, said she was struck by what she saw community, she now hears fear that marching in a Pride parade at the synagogue’s services before she took over as rabbi. One or allowing the creation of a Gay-Straight Alliance will anger evening a trans member told his story of coming out in an politically conservative Jews. evangelical family; on another, a gay couple celebrating their “We were told flat out by some institutions that they couldn’t wedding anniversary lit Shabbat candles. Neither event drew work with us because they were concerned about alienating the the kind of attention it might have at a predominantly straight Trump supporters on their board,” Klein said. She described one congregation. incident in which teachers at a Jewish day school were told to “That’s just Friday night,” she said. remove stickers that said “LGBTQ safe zone” from their classroom because they were viewed as partisan. – Arno Rosenfeld is a staff writer for the Forward, where he covers U.S. Different goals for Orthodox Jews politics and American Jewish institutions. You can reach him at The Orthodox Jewish community — which turned increasingly arno@forward.com and follow him on Twitter @arnorosenfeld. conservative during the Trump administration — has moved more slowly than liberal movements on LGBT inclusion. The organization Eshel was founded a decade ago to promote acceptance of LGBT Jews within Orthodox congregations and Rabbi Steven Greenberg, the founding director, said he’s seen significant progress in recent years. As the Orthodox approach Create a Future for to homosexuality evolved since the 1980s from one that treated it as sin toward viewing it as a more generic “difference” that Courageous Jewish individuals should not be blamed or attacked for, many day Journalism schools and synagogues have taken steps to stop the bullying of LGBT children. To donate online visit Forward.com/donate But it has been more of an uphill battle within the adult population, where the heterosexual family unit is still the dominant and almost exclusive model for Orthodox adulthood. To donate by phone, call 212-453-9454 “Compassion exists but no one yet is offering a credible adult LGBT synagogues confront a changing landscape 12 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM News A Jewish comedian tees off — and now the feds are after him By Stewart Ain It’s not a laughing matter. Jake Adams’ plan was to draw a lot of attention to himself, help his stand-up comedy career and have a good time to boot. But it ended up going terribly wrong and now he is facing federal charges, and the ensuing bad publicity has cost him a social media job he had planned to start. His plan: hit golf balls in all 50 states within 30 days. He got the idea after driving balls into Wequaquet Lake in Barnstable County, Mass., every day for 30 days. But what got the Jewish golfer into hot water was where he chose to carry out his stunt. Adams, 29, of Los Angeles, started off strong on April 1 in L.A. where he smacked a golf ball toward the Hollywood sign from Griffith Park. On that day on each thereafter, he captured every swing of his club in his drive across the country on video that he uploaded to his Instagram account. All was going as planned as he drove from state to state by day and slept in his Subaru Outback at night. On day 25 of his For fun, and to boost his social media following, comedian Jake Adams hit a golf ball adventure, he drove into Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming in all 50 states in 30 days. and took a video of himself hitting golf balls in the park. He spent about two hours there, uploaded the video to Instagram, other visitors. The National Park Service is investigating this and drove away. illegal act.” He said he did not realize there was a problem until some of his Four days later, Adams said he received a phone call from the Instagram followers reacted harshly to the video, contending National Park Service informing him that an investigation into that he had desecrated the park. his actions had been launched and that he faced six months in jail and up to a $5,000 fine. He said he immediately hired a “I didn’t understand,” he said. “People were reaching out to me lawyer in Wyoming who “works on a lot of these cases.” calling me names instead of working with me to do the right thing. I want to do the right thing. To everyone who reached out “I have never been in trouble with the law before and I don’t I asked what could I do. I was more than willing to have a know what the process is,” he said. conversation. But it seems like people didn’t care.” Adams said he has since learned that the rules of the National Adams said he was very careful in the park not to disturb Park Service prohibit bringing in “any foreign substance.” He anything. He said he hit three golf balls and “made sure nobody had hit balls in several national parks. was in the vicinity.” All were biodegradable, he said, so that “they would biodegrade in a matter of days.” And not wanting A spokesperson for the National Park Service, Cynthia to risk leaving a divot or “messing up any soil,” he said, “I Hernandez, said in a statement to the Forward: “National parks brought a mat so that when I hit an iron it would not disrupt are some of the most special, treasured and protected areas of anything.” our country. Hundreds of millions of people visit national parks each year and every visitor plays an important role in protecting Adams reached his cross-country goal on April 30 when he hit a these special places. All visitors are asked to be examples for golf ball in Hawaii. That same day, Yellowstone National Park other visitors by following park rules and regulations to issued a statement: “The individual who recently was captured preserve the park experience for future visitors.” on video hitting golf balls in Yellowstone National Park showed a lack of judgment and common sense. He violated regulations She added that the investigation into Adams’ actions designed to preserve Yellowstone and protect the experience of “remains ongoing.” A Jewish comedian tees off — and now the feds are after him 13 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM In the meantime, Adams’ golf stunt and the investigation have News generated national media attention — stories in outlets from The Wall Street Journal to the New York Post, which wrote that Civil rights icon Andrew he faced fines and “possible jail time for treating Yellowstone National Park as a golf course.” Young reflects on his lifelong The publicity prompted a company that had hired him to relationship with the Jewish handle its social media platform to rescind the offer. “They say community it was due to the emergence of this story and that they may By Avi Dresner reconsider in the future when the dust settles. … I was really looking forward to this job.” Told that the Forward was writing a story about this incident, Adams said there was not really a Jewish angle to it other than the fact that he is Jewish and had a bar mitzvah. Then he thought for a moment and joked, “You could tell them I was wearing a yarmulke when I hit the golf ball.” – Stewart Ain, an award-winning veteran journalist, covers the Jewish community. Photo by Jessica McGowan/Getty Ima. Create a Future for “I guess I’m a Jew,” Andrew Young says with surprise, like it’s Courageous Jewish occurring to him for the first time, which it probably is, Journalism although it definitely shouldn’t be. It is June 7th, 2021 and we are facing each other in a basement The Forward is the most significant Jewish studio of the Georgia Public Broadcasting building in Atlanta, voice in American journalism. Our outstanding which also houses the Andrew Young Foundation a few floors reporting on cultural, social, and political above us. issues inspires readers of all ages and There are two cameras over my left shoulder and bright animates conversation across generations. spotlights are all around us as I interview him for “The Rabbi & Your support enables our critical work and The Reverend”, the documentary I am executive producing contributes to a vibrant, connected global about my 92-year-old father, Rabbi Israel Dresner, the most Jewish community. arrested and jailed rabbi during the civil rights movement. My The Forward is a nonprofit association and is dad was Young’s brother-in-arms and friend. Although he is supported by the contributions of its readers. indeed an ordained Congregationalist Minister, Young is not the reverend of the film’s title. That honorific belongs to his and my father’s mutual friend, Martin Luther King, Jr. To donate online visit I have not seen Andy for six years, when he was last at my Forward.com/donate father’s synagogue in New Jersey as the featured speaker in the annual Tikkun Olam lecture series. The time before that was at the White House in 2013 for the fiftieth anniversary To donate by phone, call celebration of the March on Washington. Call 212-453-9454 At 89, Young has aged considerably since then. His knees, which by his own admission, have needed replacement for roughly a quarter century — a surgery he refuses to undergo — A Jewish comedian tees off — and now the feds are after him 14 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM a surgery he refuses to undergo — have mostly relegated him to headquarters of the German American bund. In the early 1930s, a motorized scooter. However, to paraphrase the words of during Hitler’s rise to power, a young Andy saw Nazi swastika Deuteronomy, used to describe Moses near the end of his life flags flying outside the building and heard the singing of looking out over the Promised Land, “his eyes are not weak and “Deutchland, Deutschland Uber Alles” coming from within. his vitality is not diminished.” Obviously, the civil rights movement was full of Jews too The image is apt because it was standing on a mountain — the numerous to name and, of that, Young says simply: “We in the serendipitously named Kings Mountain in North Carolina — movement owe a lot to Jews and the Jewish faith for inspiring us where a 19-year-old Young, having just graduated from Howard and standing with us.” University, first realized his calling. He beautifully describes this epiphany in his autobiography, “An Easy Burden,” which is Even after his movement days, Jews continued to play a required reading for anyone who wants to understand, as the prominent role in Young’s development. Sam Massell, the first book’s subtitle puts it, “The Civil Rights Movement and the Jewish mayor of Atlanta, was instrumental in Young’s political Transformation of America.” rise, when he appointed Young as co-chair of the Community Relations Commission. The position provided Young with the Surveying the valley in full harmonious bloom, Young writes springboard that ultimately made him the first African American that he realized that, “If everything else in the world was a part to be elected to Congress from Georgia since Reconstruction of God’s order, then so must I be a part of some plan of the and, later, the second African American mayor of Atlanta. Creator…From the moment of that transcendent experience I thought about a religious purpose for my life that was in tune Young fondly remembers how Rabbi Jacob Rothschild’s mother- with my nature, a personal religious purpose that would be at in-law and son canvassed for him. Rothschild was the the center of my life.” legendary rabbi of The Temple in Atlanta, which was bombed during the civil rights movement, a scene depicted in the film That spiritual awakening set in motion a chain of events that version of Alfred Uhry’s “Driving Miss Daisy.” Senator John would lead Young to seek ordination as a Minister in the Ossoff grew up in that synagogue and was sworn into the Congregational Church — the church he had grown up in in New Senate on Rabbi Rothschild’s Bible. Orleans — and, ultimately, it placed him at the center of the civil rights movement, which was otherwise dominated by Baptists. A dark spot in Young’s relationship with the Jews came in For all that, though, Jews and Judaism have been central to between his last term in Congress and his first term as mayor, Young’s journey throughout his life and even before it. when he served as President Carter’s ambassador to the United Nations and, yet, even this darkness is illuminating. A Jewish upbringing Although it is far more complicated than this, Young got into Young’s great-grandmother, on his mother’s side, was in trouble for meeting a representative from the Palestinian a plaçage relationship — a type of common law marriage or civil Liberation Organization at a time when that ran counter to union, since interracial marriages were against the law in much American foreign policy. This caused a considerable uproar of the United States then — with a Polish Jew. So, he actually is within the State Department and within the American Jewish partly of Jewish descent. community. Young knew that the African American community would rally to support him, but he feared what that could mean Young’s father was a dentist in New Orleans. In fact, one of his for its relationship with the Jewish community. Rather than risk patients was Louis Armstrong, the jazz giant, who wore a Star that, he chose to submit his resignation, and President Carter of David necklace his whole life in tribute to the Jewish family reluctantly accepted it. who employed him as a youth, took him under their wing and bought him his first cornet. Young acknowledges that “people like to see me as Carter did, as a stand-in for Dr. King, and that I try hard to reflect Martin’s “He must have been the easiest patient in the world to work views.” on,” I quipped to Young, “because his mouth was always wide open.” He chuckled and, for a moment, I got a glimpse of the Young’s views have benefited from more than half a century of handsome gimlet-eyed young man portrayed in the two photo living since King’s death and from his relationship with the sections that break up the 534 pages of his autobiography. Jewish community. His father’s dental office was in the Young family home, and – Avi Dresner is a writer, and executive producer of the forthcoming most of his father’s friends and business associates were documentary, “The Rabbi & The Reverend.” Jewish. On the corner, not 50 feet from his front door, stood the Civil rights icon Andrew Young reflects on his lifelong relationship with the Jewish Community 15 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Culture Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe By Irene Katz Connelly Sometimes, when I quit Slack and stow away my laptop on a Friday afternoon, I go on Instagram and scroll through pictures of challah. Plain challah, rainbow challah, challah embellished with candied flowers. Hefty, round challah and etiolated mini challahs scattered artfully across a pristine baking sheet. Challah posed next to minimalist Shabbat candlesticks or ironically kitschy ones, thriving houseplants and Mediterranean-inspired one- bowl dinners. Posted by Jewish lifestyle influencers or social media-savvy nonprofits, the challahs come with captions like “Weekday life can be so stressful…but then Shabbat comes to the rescue!” or “Taking a PAUSE before the pursuit” or “Openness, freedom and flexibility are your birthright!” Appearing on well-curated Instagram feeds, these loaves that require so much attentive proofing and kneading and braiding signify that their makers are experiencing Friday night intentionally. They’ve created an aesthetically appealing boundary between the rigors of the workweek and the restoration of the weekend. Fortified by this mindful activity, I imagined, the proficient challah bakers of Instagram might start a Vulture-recommended miniseries after dinner, or watch a New Yorker-endorsed movie, or fulfill resolutions to eschew blue light before bed. Slumped over my laptop in a the posture my physical therapist decries, that was usually more than I could say for myself. Even reading the words mindful and intentional made me want to cues from a phenomenon with which I’ve been long acquainted: fritter away an afternoon watching bottom-tier BBC period self-care. dramas. But it also seemed like it would be nice to experience openness, flexibility and freedom as my birthright. In the square The phrase “self-care” may evoke pedicured toes peeking out of Instagram frame of my mind, I opened an oven much nicer than a bubble bath, but the concept has a more collectivist history the one I own to reveal a gleaming, golden challah. So one than its present-day deployment suggests. Friday I rummaged through my kitchen cabinets, where, like every naïve millennial with overambitious plans for quarantine, I Michel Foucault, never one to leave a #discourse had several unopened packages of Fleischman’s Active Dry undisturbed, traced the idea to the classical era, when Yeast. philosophers like Seneca and Socrates argued that if one wanted to care for a larger community, it was necessary to I may have had little experience baking bread or observing “care for oneself” first. In the 1960s, feminist health clinics used Shabbat, but the posts that propelled me into the kitchen were the term when teaching women to perform pelvic exams on already familiar. I was already enamored of them, and I already each other. Two decades later, Audre Lorde gave the phrase its felt skeptical. On the Jewish corners of social media, people are best-known political valence when she argued that by behaving trying to translate ancient Jewish rituals — among them, the kindly to herself, she was defying a society that consistently weekly practice of baking challah — into an accessible, modern devalued — that is, refused to care for — Black women, queer vernacular that appeals to a broad constituency of young(ish) people and single mothers like her. Caring for herself, she wrote, Jews like me. And they’re taking their aesthetic and linguistic “Is self-preservation, and that is political warfare.” Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe 16 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM Self-care saw another resurgence after the 2016 election, when those of other Modern Ritual devotees. (When I clicked “rest,” many Americans began participating in civic life, or refusing even the vaguest commitment to weekend exercise, I experiencing civic stress, in a new, more intense way. But like could see that 60% of fellow respondents had done the same.) so many liberatory concepts, it quickly became a branding tool Every week, the last slide reminds followers that they are to sell things, mostly to women. Self-care once meant taking a created “in God’s image” and comes with one answer: “I am bath after going to a demonstration, or writing down your worthy of love.” feelings after watching Brett Kavanaugh have an eight-hour To someone like me, steeped in an online world where temper tantrum in Congress. Now, the self-care routines influencers speak a similar dialect, the language in which available to — and, indeed, expected of us — are much more Modern Ritual couches Shabbat observance feels extremely elaborate. familiar. And that’s no accident. Any bath worth taking these days is accompanied by an “We have always wanted to be intentional about activated charcoal bath bomb, or at least a Gwyneth Paltrow- communicating with our peers in a language that felt natural to certified “bath soak,” whatever that is. Instead of just keeping a us,” said Rabbi Samantha Frank, one of the account’s two co- diary, you might want to consider a color-coded bullet journal creators. “The person we think we’re talking to when we write a with a timeline for achieving your goals and aspirations. post is living in a mostly secular context, so much of their Hydration means nothing if you don’t do it with the right water, language is secular. Our job is to invite them into the Jewish and a good night’s sleep is irrelevant if it doesn’t involve conversation.” mulberry silk pillowcases. When I scroll through Instagram, advertisements and sponsored posts entreat me to buy an Modern Ritual is just one of several groups finding analogues ever-expanding array of products in the name of self-care. for Jewish observance in modern ideas of self-care. At The Well, Many seem suspiciously more likely to make me look better an organization attempting to revive the ancient practice of than feel better: Salon processes to remove undesirable hair women’s circles on Rosh Chodesh (the first day of the Hebrew from my body, for example, vie with influencer-certified serums month), hosts gatherings where attendees learn breathwork to make my eyebrows thicker and lashes more lustrous. exercises and candle-pouring rituals. Custom and Craft, which started out helping people make DIY haggadahs, now shares Less of a restorative process than an increasingly expensive home-based rituals for many different holidays. For the process task list, today’s self-care seems to leave little time for the kind of counting the Omer, a 49-day ritual leading up to the holiday of civic action it’s supposed to counterbalance. But the social of Lag b’Omer, Custom and Craft released a calendar of 49 media savants promoting a distinctly Jewish brand of self-care reflective activities. Many of the prompts — “Take an afternoon believe that this secular phenomenon can be a vehicle for their break from technology” or “Make a collage inspired by messages. And they want to meet young Jews where they’re at something you find beautiful,” — smack of the secular world of — which, a lot of the time, is online, trying to figure out what it self-care. They also hint at the potential of self-care to spur means to take care of yourself. social change: On Day 12, participants are instructed to call their elected officials “to make sure relief packages are distributed “That’s the bathwater we’re in right now,” said Rebecca Missel, justly.” a leader at DIY ritual website Custom and Craft. OneTable, an organization focused exclusively on Shabbat that If you follow Modern Ritual, a Jewish lifestyle Instagram account provides post-college Jews with resources to host Friday night created by two rabbis in their early 30s, you’ll probably become gatherings, frames the holiday less as a religious or even slightly addicted to their Shabbat stories. spiritual obligation than a psychological reset. The word “pause” features prominently in the organization’s materials, An interactive series of polls that appear each Friday on Modern and its homepage informs visitors that Shabbat is a time to Ritual’s profile, the stories offer ways of celebrating Shabbat “take a breath, to let go, to reconnect.” OneTable’s Instagram that seem to have little in common with the blessings you feed, full of practical tips for Shabbat newbies, uses the visual learned in Hebrew school. “This Shabbat, I am nourishing my language of ease and relaxation familiar to online millennials: body with…” one prompt reads, offering a choice between fairy lights, votive candles, long picnic tables strewed with linen “delicious dinner” or “delectable dessert.” The questions change napkins. from week to week, but they generally focus on personal rest and communal connection. One week, the poll asked me to “We have very intentionally positioned Shabbat as the “reach out” by calling a friend or writing a note. Another, I chose centerpiece of Jewish self-care, and used that language from between “intentional movement” or “intentional rest.” day one,” said Rabbi Jessica Minnen, OneTable’s director of Whatever you decide, you can see how your choices stack up to Jewish learning. Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe 17 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM That positioning, of course, has its practical advantages: It Every week, the last slide reminds followers that they are allows Jewish groups to get in on a widespread and very created “in God’s image” and comes with one answer: “I am powerful trend. Sarah Waxman, who founded At The Well after worthy of love.” mikvah rituals helped her overcome a history of disordered eating, said she was motivated by a dearth of Jewish groups To someone like me, steeped in an online world where addressing health and wellness. “It felt like there was this wave influencers speak a similar dialect, the language in which the Jewish world was missing,” she said. Modern Ritual couches Shabbat observance feels extremely familiar. And that’s no accident. Any bath worth taking these days is accompanied by an activated charcoal bath bomb, or at least a Gwyneth Paltrow- “We have always wanted to be intentional about certified “bath soak,” whatever that is. Instead of just keeping a communicating with our peers in a language that felt natural to diary, you might want to consider a color-coded bullet journal us,” said Rabbi Samantha Frank, one of the account’s two co- with a timeline for achieving your goals and aspirations. creators. “The person we think we’re talking to when we write a Hydration means nothing if you don’t do it with the right water, post is living in a mostly secular context, so much of their and a good night’s sleep is irrelevant if it doesn’t involve language is secular. Our job is to invite them into the Jewish mulberry silk pillowcases. When I scroll through Instagram, conversation.” advertisements and sponsored posts entreat me to buy an Modern Ritual is just one of several groups finding analogues ever-expanding array of products in the name of self-care. for Jewish observance in modern ideas of self-care. At The Well, Many seem suspiciously more likely to make me look better an organization attempting to revive the ancient practice of than feel better: Salon processes to remove undesirable hair women’s circles on Rosh Chodesh (the first day of the Hebrew from my body, for example, vie with influencer-certified serums month), hosts gatherings where attendees learn breathwork to make my eyebrows thicker and lashes more lustrous. exercises and candle-pouring rituals. Custom and Craft, which Less of a restorative process than an increasingly expensive started out helping people make DIY haggadahs, now shares task list, today’s self-care seems to leave little time for the kind home-based rituals for many different holidays. For the process of civic action it’s supposed to counterbalance. But the social of counting the Omer, a 49-day ritual leading up to the holiday media savants promoting a distinctly Jewish brand of self-care of Lag b’Omer, Custom and Craft released a calendar of 49 believe that this secular phenomenon can be a vehicle for their reflective activities. Many of the prompts — “Take an afternoon messages. And they want to meet young Jews where they’re at break from technology” or “Make a collage inspired by — which, a lot of the time, is online, trying to figure out what it something you find beautiful,” — smack of the secular world of means to take care of yourself. self-care. They also hint at the potential of self-care to spur social change: On Day 12, participants are instructed to call their “That’s the bathwater we’re in right now,” said Rebecca Missel, elected officials “to make sure relief packages are distributed a leader at DIY ritual website Custom and Craft. justly.” If you follow Modern Ritual, a Jewish lifestyle Instagram account OneTable, an organization focused exclusively on Shabbat that created by two rabbis in their early 30s, you’ll probably become provides post-college Jews with resources to host Friday night slightly addicted to their Shabbat stories. gatherings, frames the holiday less as a religious or even spiritual obligation than a psychological reset. The word An interactive series of polls that appear each Friday on Modern “pause” features prominently in the organization’s materials, Ritual’s profile, the stories offer ways of celebrating Shabbat and its homepage informs visitors that Shabbat is a time to that seem to have little in common with the blessings you “take a breath, to let go, to reconnect.” OneTable’s Instagram learned in Hebrew school. “This Shabbat, I am nourishing my feed, full of practical tips for Shabbat newbies, uses the visual body with…” one prompt reads, offering a choice between language of ease and relaxation familiar to online millennials: “delicious dinner” or “delectable dessert.” The questions change fairy lights, votive candles, long picnic tables strewed with linen from week to week, but they generally focus on personal rest napkins. and communal connection. One week, the poll asked me to “reach out” by calling a friend or writing a note. Another, I chose “We have very intentionally positioned Shabbat as the between “intentional movement” or “intentional rest.” centerpiece of Jewish self-care, and used that language from Whatever you decide, you can see how your choices stack up to day one,” said Rabbi Jessica Minnen, OneTable’s director of those of other Modern Ritual devotees. (When I clicked “rest,” Jewish learning. refusing even the vaguest commitment to weekend exercise, I could see that 60% of fellow respondents had done the same.) That positioning, of course, has its practical advantages: It Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe 18 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM allows Jewish groups to get in on a widespread and very powerful trend. Sarah Waxman, who founded At The Well after mikvah rituals helped her overcome a history of disordered eating, said she was motivated by a dearth of Jewish groups addressing health and wellness. “It felt like there was this wave the Jewish world was missing,” she said. Yet the women who spoke to me also see their work as deeply grounded in Jewish tradition. In their telling, they’re not just replacing your grandmother’s gilded menorah with a matte millennial pink one; they’re stripping away the language that can make Jewish tradition seem intimidating or out-of-touch to reveal ancient principles for a life well-lived. When creating Modern Ritual’s Shabbat stories, Frank said, she takes inspiration from the activities she personally finds restorative, like workout classes. But underlying her posts are biblical imperatives: When followers indulge in a “decadent dessert,” she pointed out, they’re fulfilling the injunction in Isaiah to that night, I stayed awake for the entirety of a Criterion find oneg, or “delight,” in the holiday. Channel film, an unprecedented personal feat which confirmed And some see themselves as reviving rituals that have fallen by my suspicions: I had successfully engaged in an act of Jewish the wayside in an era when so much of Jewish life takes place self-care. within synagogue walls. Long before At The Well started using I don’t bake challah as consistently as I click through Modern the hashtag #biblicalbabes, Rosh Chodesh was considered a Ritual’s Instagram stories, but I do it often enough that I’ve special holiday for Jewish women. Waxman attributes its memorized the Smitten Kitchen recipe. (Which, if you decide to relative obscurity today to a lack of communal interest in take up this method of self-care, is the only one you need.) In activities that focus on women’s needs. the past few months, I’ve bought a silicone baking brush to “We don’t have to worry about the rules of our movement, we improve my egg wash distribution campaign. I’ve don’t have to worry about our board members, so we’re able to acquired everything bagel seasoning to boost my garnishing just get real with people,” said Eileen Levinson, the founder of game. I’ve made tiny loaves and beneficently bestowed them Custom and Craft. As the organization expanded its at-home on unsuspecting friends. ritual offerings during the pandemic, it attracted a broad This small ritual has, despite its trendiness and exactly as constituency of followers — not just millennial Jews to whom promised by the many people who encourage it on Instagram, self-care is usually marketed but older, shul-going women who made me feel better — a lot better. But I still questioned my needed to refashion their Jewish lives for quarantine and queer motives for cultivating it. In a world where self-care is part of Jews and converts who had never felt at home in institutional the performance of a full life, it’s difficult to distinguish the settings. legitimate urge to do nice things for ourselves from the desire Still, leaders of the organization make sure to emphasize to check the right boxes. As my challahs got more presentable, I they’ve done their liturgical homework. While leading a virtual posted them on my long-dormant Instagram. I sent photos of workshop on at-home altars, seemingly a newfangled loaves swaddled in IKEA dish cloths to group chats full of innovation, Custom and Craft’s Missel was careful to explain people who could not care less. “Yummy,” my mom responded, ancient precedents like mizrachs, elaborate plaques that used a word that, in her dialect, means Didn’t you say you were going to adorn the eastern walls of Jewish homes. “I am not taking to apply to graduate school this year? I started searching things you down the path of idolatry in the next 45 minutes of this like “teak cheese plate” on Etsy. I may yet buy one. webinar,” she quipped. Perhaps because of the ease with which self-care can become a Ibaked my first loaf of challah on a gray winter day midway pantomime of well-being, most of the people I spoke to were through the pandemic. For an aspirational but accident-prone wary of the phrase itself — “empowerment” and “intentionality” cook who had already destroyed multiple sourdough starters, were popular alternatives. When I asked Minnen of OneTable if the rewards were high. Eight hours after sprinkling yeast in a she was worried about stepping into waters that had been so bowl of water, I possessed an ugly but extremely edible loaf thoroughly muddied by the forces of brandification, she said it and a more distinct sense than usual of what day it was. Later was important to acknowledge the “toxic positivity” at the heart Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe 19 GET THE LATEST AT FORWARD.COM of so much self-care content. Celebrating Shabbat, she pointed the language of conventional self-care to introduce followers to out, is not going to “clear up your skin or get rid of the bags a more communitarian vision of Jewish tradition, she and her under your eyes or make you lose 10 pounds.” (I and my compatriots are engaged in an effort more radical than their prominent under-eye bags can personally confirm this.) tasteful feeds let on. But while they can provide the scripts, it’s up to me — and all the other Jews out there indulging, moving, But she didn’t see herself as engaging with self-care out of postcarding, reaching out or counting the Omer with intentions necessity, or strategizing to sell secular Jews on synagogue — to figure out how our own well-being can contribute to some memberships. For her, the combination of Judaism and self- broader purpose. care, even if served on a conveniently chic cheese plate, is a way into the egalitarian essence of both traditions. “It’s very That’s a life’s work. In the meantime, on Friday mornings I clear in the Torah that Shabbat is good for you, it’s good for measure out yeast and flour and eggs. I knead the dough until I your friends and family, it’s good for the people who work with can stretch it thin and let light shine through, a grandmother’s you and for you,” she said. trick that I learned via Instagram tutorial. I divide the dough and braid it and watch it rise while I clear my inbox for the weekend. “Shabbat, in that way, is really countercultural,” Frank added. Sometimes, it feels like a chore. Sometimes, my keyboard is When it comes to rest and who’s entitled to it, “there’s a dusted flour when I log onto a Zoom meeting. Sometimes, I complete democratization.” forget to do it at all. I was surprised to hear this. Even though I enjoy baking challah Sometimes, it feels like I’m taking care of myself. so much that I am publicly admitting to participating in self- – care, it would be a stretch to call this ritual a “complete Irene Katz Connelly is a staff writer at the Forward. You can contact her democratization” of anything. But I don’t think this is Frank’s at connelly@forward.com. Follow her on Twitter at @katz_conn. fault — instead, it’s a testament to Instagram’s limits. In using Create a Future for Courageous Jewish Journalism The Forward is the most significant Jewish voice in American journalism. Our outstanding reporting on cultural, social, and political issues inspires readers of all ages and animates conversation across generations. Your support enables our critical work and contributes to a vibrant, connected global Jewish community. The Forward is a nonprofit association and is supported by the contributions of its readers. To donate online visit To donate by phone Forward.com/donate Call 212-453-9454 Can Shabbat be #self-care? For me, the answer was yes — maybe 20 
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